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Abstract 

 

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a very efficient vision-based measurement 

technique. As a non-contact method it gives the ability to obtain full-field displacements 

and strains data even when the application of other techniques (e.g. sensors-based ones) 

is impossible or difficult to be applied. DIC may be employed mainly (but not only) 

during laboratory static or dynamic tests, however there are known solutions when it has 

been applied also in structural health monitoring of real civil engineering structures (e.g. 

bridges). 

The paper deals with the detection of rather small changes in a beam-to-column 

connection in two-storey steel portal frame, an examined connection is being observed 

while being a part of a whole frame, not set apart as in many other approaches. The 

majority of bolts in the investigated beam-to-column connection are fastened with the 

same value of torque, while some selected bolts (in different configurations) are slightly 

loosened. The task of the presented approach is to identify the occurrence of the change 

introduced to only one of the four connections and, in sequence, to describe its 

characteristics. 

The investigated frame is excited using modal shaker with the excitation signal 

frequency near (but not equal) to one of the frame resonant frequencies, namely the 

third one in the plane holding the frame. A carefully selected region on the central 

beam's web, near to the connection investigated, is being observed and its full-fileld 

displacements are recorded using high-speed camera during the excited vibrations. The 

average horizontal displacements in the geometric centre of the selected region are 

tracked to choose two states of the recorded full-field displacement series, namely the 

ones corresponding to extreme values of the observed horizontal displacement. The 

affine transformation parameters for selected region of interest are calculated, and four 

of them (regarding the shape of examined field) are the input data for the identification 

procedure. The procedure involves a decision tree built from one-class Support Vectors 

Machines (SVM) classifiers. The applied classifier is able to properly identify different 

cases of beam-to-column connection changes for different bolts loosening scenarios. 

 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Vision-based measurement methods i.e. shearography, Electronic Speckle Pattern 

Interferometry (ESPI), infrared thermography or Digital Image Correlation (DIC) are 

well-known and widely implemented in material science, especially in composite 

structure tests in aerospace or automotive engineering (1, 2). Some of the methods 
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become more and more popular in examination of structures in civil engineering (3, 4, 

5). Since 1980s, according to the development of new technologies as e.g. digital 

photography, a lot of algorithms for analysis of digital images have been introduced (4, 

5, 6, 7, 8), moreover the tracking of some selected values is nowadays possible, among 

them there is the possibility to track changes in displacements of selected points of a 

structure. The changes tracked can give important information concerning the state of 

the structure and its suitability for further use. Nowadays, the most common application 

of vision-based measurements in civil engineering is measurement of the displacements 

of bridges, presented e.g. in (6,7). The vision-based monitoring systems are also used to 

measure some other properties of structures, Kim and al (9) described the system for 

estimation of the tensile forces in bridge cables based on dynamic properties, Xu and al 

(10) used the vision-based monitoring in control and validation of measurement 

conducting with other measurement techniques. 

 

The most accurate algorithm for image analysis, alas very time-consuming one (5), is 

DIC. This method has been applied in investigation described in presented paper. DIC, 

as a method enabling measurements of full field 2D/3D displacements, deformations 

and strains, can be applied in materials and elements examination, like composite 

specimens (2) or concrete beams (3, 11, 12). The fracture mechanism in steel specimens 

was investigated in (13), with the fatigue tests observed using DIC. The DIC is 

successfully applied in both static (2, 3), and dynamic (14, 15, 16) tests. DIC has of 

course pros and cons, described in overview in (17). One of the main advantages is the 

lack of contact during measurements (no changes introduced to the measured specimen 

e.g. in dynamic tests). The method is however sensitive to lighting conditions, and the 

measurement in a sunny day could be very difficult (the sun light often varies). 

 

The purpose of presented research was to check the possibility of application of vision 

based non-destructive measurement techniques in detection of some changes in civil 

engineering structures. Because of the character of examined node – fastened one – the 

presented results could be useful in tests of pre-stressed bolt joints, loosening of bolts in 

pre-stressed connections could be dangerous for the whole structure. 

 

The damage detection in bolted connections using non-destructive testing (NDT) 

techniques was described, among others, by Cha and al in (4). The paper presents the 

monitoring of bolted connection state, based on user-friendly smartphone camera 

photos. There are three main differences between the research presented in (4) and in 

this paper: the measurement technique (herein DIC), the analysed changes are herein 

invisible to the naked eye and the considered connection is a part of a whole structure 

(not a separated node). 

 

2.  Laboratory examination 
 

In this paragraph both the laboratory model of tested structure as well as performed 

examinations were described. 
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2.1 Laboratory model 

Laboratory model under investigation was a plane, two-storey, steel portal frame. All 

members of the structure, i.e. columns and beams, were made out of I-beams IPE 80. 

The frame was mounted in a laboratory hall equipped with a special floor with the 

possibility of convenient mounting of models intended for examination. Thus, the 

column footings had to be compatible with the floor mounting slots. All four beam-to-

column connections were identical, with four rows of two M8 grade 8.8 bolts. All bolts 

were fastened with the same magnitude of tightening torque. The investigated model is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. The scheme of the laboratory model (a), and the beam-to-column connection (b) 

 

2.2 Laboratory measurements 

The aim of the laboratory measurements was the acquisition of information concerning 

the displacements inside a selected region located around the beam-to-column 

connection. A view of the measuring stand is shown in Fig. 2a, with the region under 

observation marked in Fig. 2b. The examination was focused only on one side of the 

connection, namely on the beam part of the connection (notice a red circle in the figure). 

 

Because the DIC measurements were intended to record in-plane displacements, only 

one digital high-speed camera Phantom v341 was involved. During the test the frame 

was excited by a modal shaker with the frequency of 106 Hz. The selected excitation 

frequency was near to the third in plane natural frequency of the frame. The 

measurement frequency of 2120 Hz was 20 times higher than the excitation frequency, 

what enabled to collect 20 pictures (frames) during each displacement cycle (see Fig. 3). 

Each of the recorded measurement series consisted of about one thousand of cycles, 

each of them composed of 20 consecutive frames. Each cycle was later on treated as a 

single pattern, the total number of patterns collected from three series reached 2313 (the 

number of patterns collected from considered series was not the same, in many cases the 

cycle has to be given up due to incompleteness of the measured data). 

 

The three series consisted of the following measurements:  

• all bolts fastened properly (the state without damage), 

• some of the bolts loosened: in one upper row (damage type S11), in one upper 

and one lower row (type S14), in one lower row only (S44), in two lower rows 
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(type S34), in two internal rows (type S23), in only lower internal row (type 

S33), in only upper internal row (type S22), in two upper rows (type S12).  

In any kind of changes introduced to the connection (called herein, for simplicity, 

“damage”, even though it is rather “change”) the bolts were softly loosened. Although 

the changes were not possible to be noticed without special equipment, the connections 

could not be any more treated as fully pre-stressed. Between any two steps in the 

measurement series, the proper pre-stressing of bolts were controlled by torque wrench. 

 

 
Figure 2. The tested model during examination (a), observed region (b) and the virtual grid of 

points and region of interest (yellow) used in analysis 

 

 

3.  Data post-processing 
 

The collected measurement series were analysed at first in Istra 4D software. The results 

of this analysis were then exported into MATLAB environment, where the comparison 

of all the measurement data was performed. 

 

3.1 Affine transformation parameters 

The changes of the shape of considered area were rather small (invisible to the naked 

eye), in order to estimate them the formulas for affine transformation were applied (18): 

 

                                               
� = �! +  �!� +  �!� +  �!��

� = �! +  �!� +  �!� +  �!��
                                      (1) 

 

Since the affine transformation describes the relation between two states, it was 

necessary to select the states from among the ones recorded during the measurements. 

The mean value of the horizontal coordinate in the region of interest (yellow field in 

Fig. 2c) was analysed and two frames were selected: the one corresponding to the 

highest value of mean horizontal coordinate (as a reference picture) and the one 

corresponding to the smallest mean value of the same, horizontal coordinate (see 
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Fig. 3). Then, using the two selected frames and the displacements of points inside them 

described through coordinates x and y (reference frame) or X and Y (analysed frame) 

the parameters a0 through a7 were obtained (see Equation 1). Each cycle recorded in the 

form of 20 frames was thus reduced to 8 affine transformation parameters of two 

selected frames. 

 

The changes in these parameters were analysed in connection with the beam-to-column 

connections states (e.g. “damaged” with S11 scenario). Only a0 through a3 parameters 

(see Fig. 4) were taken into account, since the changes of a4 through a7 were very small. 

 

 
Figure 3. One selected pattern with the selection of steps using for analysis of changing in shape of 

considered region. 

 

 
Figure 4. a0-a3 parameters of the affine transformation (18) 

 

 

3.2 Connection state identification 

As a tool for classification of the investigated beam-to-column connection states single-

class Support Vectors Machines (SVM) (19) were applied. Since single-class SVM 

allow only the separation of a considered data set into two classes, the decision tree had 

to be involved. The trees of Type 1a and 1b (Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, respectively) were 

involved in the separate identification of scenarios with either one or two rows of bolts 

loosened. Each branch of both decision trees was a classifier which should had been 

trained before the whole tree was tested. From among all the patterns (containing affine 

transformation parameters, as it was described above) every third one was considered as 

testing pattern, the others created the learning set. According to the “one against all” 

rule (20) the SVM classifiers were trained and tested. The learning and testing sets 
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corresponding to each branch were composed of patterns containing the description of 

the case with the damage class to be identified by the particular classifier and all the 

other patterns as well, the particular classifier was trained to recognize the patterns 

describing the particular damage scenario (value of 1 at the output) against all the others 

(value of 0 at the output). Tests were performed on the level of each particular SVM 

classifier as well as on the level of the whole decision tree, the result obtained from the 

whole tree are presented in Table 1. The separation of damage scenarios in the case of 

single-row damages is less accurate, however the result obtained can be considered as 

satisfactory. 

 

 
Figure 5. Binary trees of type 1a (a) and 1b (b) used for determination of the connection condition 

in cases of separated single- and double-rows defects (T=true, F=false) 

 

The new decision tree, connecting two above described structures (damages S12, S14, 

S23 and S34 as additional branches of 1a structure), was prepared to identify all the 

damage scenarios without previous splitting to one- or two-damaged rows cases. 

Unfortunately, the accuracy of damage type classification was on the level of 64%. Two 

additional structures were thus created, both are shown in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. 

Both new structures address the most serious problem of previous approaches: 

distinction between one- and two-row damages (about 10% of all patterns are 

improperly included to one of the two considered damage types). In new decision trees 

the patterns not properly recognized inside initially selected damage type (namely one- 

or two-row damage) are checked against the other type. The possible infinite loop is 

avoided through a dedicated  counter introduced, allowing to change the damage type 

only once. The best result of final tools are collected in Table 1. 
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Figure 6. Decision tree of type 2 used for determination of the connection condition in cases of 

combined single- and double-rows defects 
 

Table 1. Results of patterns classification in selected steps of detection procedure 

(considering learning/testing [%]) 

 

 Decision tree type: (see Figures 5 through 7) 

1a 1b 2 3 

Detection of damage  

properly 100/100 100/100 100/100 100/100 

incorrectly 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 

Type of damage: 

properly 98.2/96.5 100/100 88.6/89.0 87.4/88.7 

incorrectly 1.8/3.5 0/0 11.4/11.0 12.6/11.3 
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Figure 7. Decision tree of type 3 used for determination of the connection condition in cases of 

combined single- and double-rows defects 

 

 

4.  Conclusions 
 

In this paper the application of DIC for dynamic measurement was shown. Based on the 

information concerning changes of shape of selected region the state of beam-to-column 

connection was determined. In the proposed solution the affine transformation 

parameters were used as parameters describing the introduced changes of the 

investigated connection, they were also the input parameters for the decision tree 

classifier involving single-class SVM. As shown above, this procedure is 100% 

successful for damage detection, but gives slightly less precise results for classification 

of damages type. 
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